
ROMANCE ARC I: CONTEMPORARY 

Northeastern Massachusetts Reader’s Advisory Round Table 

Virtual Meeting on Zoom Sponsored by The RA Potential 1/25/22                              

Notes submitted by Leane Ellis 

Announcements: Eleven people attended this meeting and no one objected to Leane’s 

proposal that we make all meetings Virtual by Zoom even after Covid concerns improve. 

Leane will still ask member libraries to sponsor/host meetings by Zoom. We hope this 

encourages more participation in the future for members who find it difficult to take whole 

mornings off to travel and attend meetings. 

Expect a ballot before the March Meeting. 

DEFINITION OF Contemporary Romance:   As an example of the Emotion Genres 

(like Horror and Relationship Fiction), Romance makes its impact with readers 

through the emotional response its authors create and elicit from its readers. 

“The focus on the developing relationship between the two characters and the 

reader’s vicarious emotional participation in that union are central to Romance 

fiction. The plot must revolve around the love relationship and its happy ending; 

all else that happens in secondary” (216).  “Contemporary Romances are set in 

the modern, known world. They typically take place in the year in which they 

were published...often follow a heroine who is living her life, following her 

dreams, and dealing with her struggles. When she happens to cross paths with 

the hero, her life changes course. These books follow the lives of modern women 

and thus involve family, friendships, careers, and current-day stressors as well as 

the stages of meeting and navigating the course of happily ever after” (220-221). 

[Saricks/Wyatt RA Guide to Genres 3rd ed. 2019] 

RESOURCES:  See the Blog. 

Bouricus: “Romance is about women winning.” (3) 

Rodale: Virginity is often a symbol in Romances for an “unawakened woman”. 

“Romance is about a woman waking up”. (102) 

Important Abbreviations:                                                                                                                      

HEA: Happily ever after/ HFN: Happy for Now                                                                               

ST: Sexual Tension 

 

https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/romance-arc1-contemporary-romance-11-23-21/
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(Definition of Romance Cont.) 

Formula in Romance (reader’s certainty of HEA) allows the reader to focus 

intensely on the journey the CHs undertake and transformation they undergo  

Brigid: Formula and tropes to a Romance reader are “features not bugs”…allows 

the reader to join the CHs on their emotional journey and sometimes experience 

difficult topics, etc., safely. Guaranteeing a HEA allows the reader to tackle deeper 

and more intense themes in a safe environment.                                                                   

[lme’s Note: Much like the other Emotional Genre, Horror.] 

Karen: Perhaps we need to re-frame the discussion as the “framework” of the 

novel rather than a “formula” and destigmatize the term by describing point-of-

view and plotting…”show not tell” makes all the difference in the quality of the 

writing whether the author is using a “formula” or not. 
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BENCHMARK DISCUSSION (Everyone read one title.) 

The Kiss Quotient (2018) by Helen Hoang.  

Content summation:  A 30-year-old math whiz with Asperger's tries to make her love life as rich as her 

career by hiring an escort to help her with her lack of knowledge and experience in the dating department.  

APPEAL 

CHARACTERS 

o Stella Lane--CH (30-year-old econometrician/STEM) has great depth, 

never reduced to a walking diagnosis. Subtlety portrayed with honesty and 

tenderness.  

o Stella has a well-paying professional job and a trust fund; petit and dainty 

o Erin describes Stella as “crisp,” “all business,” very appealing, “ask for 

what she wants,” and “has a plan” CH 

o Stella is a CH with pride in herself and her success and refuses to let 

anyone use her condition to undermine her as she searches for self-

knowledge and strategies to live her life 

 Brigid noted that this is a great flip on the Trope of the successful 

business person (usually male) with Stella being the logical, goal-

oriented person and Michael delving into his emotional issues (usually 

female). 

o Autism/Asperger’s Syndrome is presented as both a genuine challenge 

and a part of her that she knows how to use to her advantage 

 Hoang carefully avoids stereotypes and clichés (Author has Asperger’s 

diagnosis) while deconstructing labels and chipping away at 

preconceived notions (not portraying her as “other”) 

 One reader with personal knowledge of someone with Autism did find 

Stella’s portrayal uncomfortable because it did not ring true for her 

 Tendency towards obsession complicates her tidy professional 

arrangement with Michael 

o Michael Phan is gentle and compassionate nudging Stella in more fulfilling 

romantic and personal directions 

 His sense of honor complicates their tidy professional arrangement 

 Family history with a cast of endearing and complicated (Swedish 

father con man/Vietnamese mother) mostly female relatives 

 Abandoned promising career as a fashion designer and started 

escorting women to pay for his mother’s cancer treatments 

 Lower economic bracket than Stella 

o Neither Stella nor Michael judge each other for either his profession or her 

neuroatypicality showing kindness  
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(Benchmark: Character Appeal cont.) 

o Both Stella and Michael navigate their insecurities and fears transforming 

their commercial relationship into something more meaningful to them 

both 

o Diverse cast: non-Asian CHs were described using imagery like 

“Curvaceous with a sandy bob”. Stella is never explicitly given a race—we 

assume she is Asian but may be white.  

 More than one Autistic CH (Ike) 

 No Black or LGBTQIA CHs 

TONE 

o Erotic with equal parts sugar and spice (Soft to Hard R rating);                       

Steamy to Erotic 

o Humor 

o Burden of empathy does not rest with the other person (like Simsion’s 

Rosie); both of them does the emotional work 

 

STORY LINE 

o Fake Relationships: Michael becomes Stella’s faux boyfriend 

o Flip on the Trope of logical, businesslike male (Stella) and making sense 

of emotions female (Michael) 

o Feeling the pressure from her mother to find a husband but not liking 

dating, or kissing (“shark getting its teeth cleaned by pilot fish”), or sex, 

Stella finds a practical solution by hiring escort Michael for some  

unconventional education. When the first night doesn’t go as planned, 

Stella realizes that she needs relationship guidance, not just sex.  

o Realistic portrayal of unlikely couple falling in love with a slow build and 

sizzling sexual chemistry and equal balance of power despite the initial 

commercial nature of their transaction 

o Both have real stake in pseudo-relationship so reader believes motivation 

to stick their necks out for each other 

o Insecurities, social anxiety, abandonment issues; economic class issue  

 Ex: Awkward visit to Michael’s family illustrates Stella’s inability to get 

social cues. The reader senses the confusion this causes. 

 Not sure Stella taking her promotion at the end that she rejected in the 

beginning of the Story (because of her Asperger’s) is realistic—would 

she get a second chance in the real world? 
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(Benchmark Story Line Appeal cont.) 

 

 The other plot development a reader questioned is Stella paying the 

hospital bill as a designated donation—not how that usually works 

o Also explores the implications of consent and what that does to self-worth, 

both from the perspective of a sex worker who’s been used and abused 

(at least emotionally) (stalker) and a woman used to being neglected 

during sex and gradually realizing that it is not the norm. 

o Sex scenes are a good example of integrated as part pf the narrative. 

o Brigid made an excellent point about integration of sex scene’s in any 

Romance whether it be written, TV or Film: they should not interrupt the 

flow of the Story like songs in musicals they should exist to express 

emotions in a physical way because of the extraordinary emotional 

feelings that cannot be expressed in normal dialogue, etc. 

o Expected miscommunications as Story progresses but results in HEA with 

a fresh take on a formula with emphasis on deeply learning to love 

yourself 

 

FRAME 

o Palo Alto, Camino Real, San Francisco, CA provide good background 

detail   

o Details don’t seem to matter to the engagement of the reader to the Story 

 

PACE  

o Steady page turning as relationship and heat in relationship intensifies  

STYLE 

o Exceptional writing with equal parts sugar and spice 
o Robust and sympathetic storytelling 
o Romantic fairy tale that involves a fundamental truth: everyone has a 

human need to be loved 
o Michael’s mother: “If you actually love her, than know the value of that 

love and make it a promise. That is the only thing she needs from you.” 
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RA:  Graeme Simsion’s The Rosie Project: #1 (2013) neuroatypicality never 

“labeled”—this book is better example of the emotional burden being on one CH in the 

relationship (unlike Kiss Quotient which emphasizes both parties). 

Rosie Danan’s The Roommate (2020) Sex positive 

Mazey Edding’s A Brush with Love (due 3/1/22) neuroatypicality in dental school by 

author with neuroatypicality 

For those who want more Relationship than Romance Fiction: Gail Honeyman’s Eleanor 

Oliphant is Completely Fine (2017) or Andrew MacDonald’s When We Were Vikings 

(2020) both dealing with neurodiversity with hints of Romance in the Story arc. 

Don’t forget to tie to Whole Collection — TV, Films, Nonfiction 

SUMMATION OF APPEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE 

 

1.)  CHARACTERS—Relationship building is primary 

2.)  TONE (How sexy is it?); Does ST build? 

3.)  STORY LINE—HEA or HFN 

4.)  PACE is dependent on the relationship development as it heats 

up 

5.) FRAME may have no bearing on readers’ choices 

 

See following for general Romance Genre Appeal.  
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GENERAL ROMANCE APPEAL 

★ Emotion Genre (like Relationship & Horror) 

o Gain power through the emotional response they create and elicit from readers 

o Driven by reader’s attachment to both what happens in the story & how story feels as it 

unfolds 

★ Romance Fiction focuses on emotional responses & physical union of two central characters 

o Stress conflicts & resolutions between these two characters 

o Centrally concerned with emotional satisfactions of the resulting relationships 

o Involve readers at an Emotional level 

o Have plots that revolve around the love relationship and its happily-ever-after, (HEA); all 

else that happens is secondary.  Modern takes are often Happy-for-now (HFN) 

o Central focus and entire point of the novel is always the romantic relationship 

 

★ Tone 

○ Appeals first to the Emotions 

○ Affirming 

○ Also about the creation of “tightly connected groups” and the power of love on all levels 

○ Individual tone varies greatly 

○ Emotionally satisfying happy ending absolutely necessary (whether HEA or HFN) 

 

★ Sex as a subset of Tone:  How spicy does a reader want their romance? 

o Some readers enjoy story for emotional satisfaction and find the details of the sex scenes less 

important than the witty banter and evocative “set scenes” 

o Other readers find sex definitely important part of the story and expect well-created and 

detailed love scenes 

o Some readers want no anatomic details but desire the creation of a sensual atmosphere 

o Terms to use: Chaste; Mildly Sensual; Steamy; Explicit 

o Erotica refers to stories that do not have an HEA because the relationship is about the sex; 

Romance Fiction can contain erotic scenes or descriptions but Erotica has no or little 

relationship building 

 

★ Character  

○ Characters are vivid and sometimes quickly drawn and turns on the primary relationship 

○ Detailed inner lives helps Romance more deeply connect with the 

characters/protagonists 

○ Writing to pattern does not mean all novels and characters are all the same or that the 

pattern is static 

○ Heroines depicted as “idealized versions of modern ’everyday’ women”;   strong, bright, 

independent 
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(General Romance Character Appeal cont.) 

 

○ Heroes typically are powerful, confident, and slightly dangerous but times have changed 

because they are also supportive, appreciative, and accepting the heroine’s right to her 

own life. 

○ Secondary characters are usually well-developed & interesting and may become primary 

in other titles 

 

★ Storyline 

○ Feature a misunderstanding between protagonists or outside circumstances that force 

them apart 

○ Followed by the satisfactory resolution of relationship 

○ Arc = Unfolding courtship; Developing relationship; Happy Conclusion (Romantic future 

looks bright.) 

○ Social & Moral issues are secondary and do not interfere with the HEA 

 

★ Language/Style 

○ Lush & expressive language, pulling readers into each scene and overarching tone 

○ Authentic dialogue fits the time & place 

○ Sets the stage (Setting), extensive use of descriptive adjectives for Character & Tone 

○ Rapid fire and witty banter; letters; diaries; telephone/texts make “set pieces” fresh 

with flair and speed 

○ Better authors choose details well and use metaphorical language 

○ See Sex as a subset of Tone (above) 

 

★ Frame/Setting 

○ Emphasize details of time and place   

○ Specific geographical/temporal location adds insight into story’s times 

○ Attracts readers as distinctive cultural and social particulars often frame the stories 

○ See Sex as a subset of Tone (above) 

 

★ Pace 

○ Tends to be fast-paced; Readers fall into the stories 

○ Rely more on dialogue than description in the narrative 
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(General Romance Appeal cont.) 

 

★ Readers: 

○ Are avid and enthusiastic 

○ Are among the Library’s Super Patrons 

○ Are not afraid to, indeed will, embrace downloading Ebooks  & Audio 

○ Enjoy talking about their favorites or dislikes and may know more than we do about 

authors/genres 

○ Are open to new authors and genre blends 

○ Have decided opinions on genre and what they like to read 

○ Know subgenres well 

○ Know how sexy they want their books to be 

 

 

[Notes taken from Saricks/Wyatt RA Guide to Genres 3rd ed. 2019] 

 

 

OTHER TOPICS: 

We had a good discussion on how to talk about the sex in Romance 

novels with readers.  In summary, do your homework—know authors, 

publishers, etc. You do not have to read them all—but you can read about 

them and now how the book/author fits into the genre. Develop a method 

for describing the different levels of sex in a novel: Gentle to Erotic; G to X 

rated, etc., and describe what you mean.  Ask the reader directly what level 

of sex they want in their stories—their reaction, even if scandalized, is an 

answer. 

Romance Fan Fiction has become a trend. 

Brigid described Fan Fiction as being lighter fare with more stock CHs that 

do not have a great deal of CH development.  Fan Fiction embellishes the 

familiar for fans of these CHs and TV, Film, Game worlds. 
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Questions to ask Readers:  

 

GENERAL RA Qs: Prime the pump… 

Tell me about the last book you read that you really liked, and what did you 

specifically like about it? 

Tell me about a book you didn’t like and why? 

What are the last three books you read and enjoyed? 

What is your favorite classic novel or series and why?   

What video games do you play, or which movies, TV series do you like?   

What book have you read that you wish you could read again for the first 

time? 

Tell me about the last book that you could not put down. 

What is something you thought you would like but couldn’t get into? 

What are your interests? 

What are some of your interests outside of reading? What are your 

hobbies? 

How do you feel about translations? 

 

ROMANCE:  

Why do you like Romance novels?  

Who are your favorite Romance authors? 

How spicy do you prefer your romance?  

Do you have any favorite tropes (patterns, plots like marriage of 

convenience or friends to lovers)?  

 

CONTEMPORARY:                                                                                                                                               

Any Story arcs or Tropes that you like? Meet Cute? Friends to Enemy; 

Fake Relationship, Etc. 

Does setting matter to you?                                                                                                                 

Do you have a country, culture, climate, occasion in mind? 

Are you comfortable with sex positive CHs? 
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CHOICE TITLES: (See blog for complete reviews.) 

(https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/romance-arc1-contemporary-romance-11-23-21/) 

 

Alex 

Title: Red, White and Royal Blue (2019) 

Author: Casey McQuiston 

Appeal Factors: Character, Pace, Steamy Heat Factor: 3.5 

Leane                                                                                                                                                                                           

Title: Gray Hair Don’t Care (2021) 

Author: Karen Booth 

Appeal Factors: CH/TONE/FRAME/PG to R 

Title: The Roommate (2020) 

Author: Rosie Danan 

Appeal Factors: CH/TONE/PACE/R to Erotic 

Beth S. 

Title: Evvie Drake Starts Over (2019) 

Author: Linda Holmes 

Appeal Factors: Authentic and likeable characters, heartwarming tone, humor, 

gentle romance, clever dialogue 

Jeanne                                                                                                                                                

Title: Evvie Drake Starts Over (2019) 

Author: Linda Holmes 

Appeal Factors: Character, Setting, Tone/PG 

Beth R.                                                                                                                                                      

Title:  Far from home: Belladona Ink#1 (2016) 

Author: Lorelie Brown 

Appeal Factors: tone, characters, Steamy 

Karen 

Title: The Dating Playbook: Boyfriend Project#2 (2021) 

Author: Farrah Rochon 

Appeal Factors: Romance (Heterosexual), Own Voices (African American), Frame 

(Sports and Fitness, specifically Football), Humor, Soft R to R  

https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/romance-arc1-contemporary-romance-11-23-21/
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Brigid 

Title: The Love Hypothesis (2021) 

Author: Ali Hazelwood 

Appeal Factors: humorous tone, appealing characters, women in STEM, fanfiction 

Alyssa T. 

Title: The Shaadi Set-Up (2021) 

Author: Lillie Vale 

Appeal Factors: High school sweethearts, first love/last love, strong sense of 

place, Sex off the page  

Tatjana                                                                                                                                          

Title: Best Laid Plans: #2 Garnet Run (2021)                                                                                                         

Author: Roan Parrish  (BTW—also writer of 1st gay Harlequin category Romance series)                                                                                                                                          

Appeal Factors: LGBTQIA; Dogs; PG-13 

Erin                                                                                                                                                  
Title: People We Meet on Vacation (2021)                                                                                
Author: Emily Henry                                                                                                                         
Appeal Factors: Friends to Lovers; Travel Frame details; PG 


